
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

The implementation phase will discuss about the coding program that has

been done. Coding that is preferred to be discussed is Linked List, list file, write

to txt, read from txt, KMP algorithm, and java GUI. The source code discussed

only a few lines is important. 

1. static File mainFolder = new File("/home/messi/Downloads");
2. public void displayContents(File dir, int counter) {        
3.   File[] files = dir.listFiles();
4.   Path p = Paths.get("/home/messi/abc.txt");
5. for (int i = 0; i < files.length; i++) {
6.   String a = files[i].toString()+"\n";
7.   byte data[] = a.getBytes();
8. OutputStream out = new BufferedOutputStream     

(Files.newOutputStream(p, CREATE, APPEND))) {
      out.write(data, 0, data.length);}

9. }

The source code above is a list file and write to txt coding. Line 1 is to set

the file path where the filenames will  be listed using File class. Line 2 and 9

contains displayContents method with parameter dir and counter. Line 3 is to list

filenames in a directory using listFiles() method. Line 4 is to set txt path where the

result of line 5-8 will be saved. Line 5 is for looping i variable. Line 6 is to save

file’s data into string type. Line 7 is to encodes string into a sequence of bytes,

storing the result  into a byte array.  Line 8 contains a Buffered Output Stream

class which is used for write data and store it into a particular output.

10. public  LinkedList  searchKMP  (LinkedList  listFile,  String
pattern){

11. Node current = listFile.head;
12.    LinkedList result = new LinkedList();
13. while(current != null){
14.    int pos = Match(current.getData(), pattern);
15.    if(pos == -1){}
16.     else {

          System.out.println("Linkedlist index ke"+ counter);}
17.    counter++;
18.    current = current.getNext();
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19.         }
20. return result;
21. }

The source code above is a KMP algorithm coding implemented in Linked

List.  Line  10  and  21 contains  searchKMP method with  LinkedList  data  type,

inside  the  method  will  explain  about  how  KMP  algorithm  searches  file  in

LinkedList. Line 11 is to set current as head in LinkedList. Line 12 is to create an

object called result with LinkedList type. Line 13 and 19 contains a looping for

current if not empty. Line 14 is to declare pos as integer , the function is to match

between file’s data in Linked List and pattern entered. Line 15 is to check if the

pos is -1 or does not exist, then nothing to do. Line 16 is to check if the pos does

exist, then will print out message. Line 17 is to increase the value of counter as it

looping. Line 18 is to set current to next node in Linked List. Line 20 is to return

the value of result.
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5.2 Testing

The illustration 5.1 above is the Java GUI of file searching algorithm using

Java Swing. The GUI consists of text box, search button, vertical and horizontal

scroll, and output box. Text box for user to input text in order to searching file.

Search button is to click when the user already input the text. Output box is to

display the result of searching process, the output itself is the filename and the

directory where the file does exist.   

Illustration 5.1: Testing 1
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The illustration 5.2 above is an example if the pattern entered has many

outputs. The keyword “linkedlist” has many similarity in the directory as shown

above. The KMP algorithm will come up with recommendations and display it in

output box. 

Illustration 5.2: Testing 2
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The illustration 5.3 above is an example when the user inputs an asterisk

(*)  character to search. Asterisk character is to represent many characters. At the

example, the user inputs keyword “b*” which come up with recommendation of

the filenames that starts with “b”.  The searching process itself using Wildcard

Character with the same logic as KMP algorithm.

Illustration 5.3: Testing 3
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The illustration 5.4 above is an example of question mark (?) searching

process.  Question  mark  character  is  to  represent  only  one  character.  At  the

example, the user inputs “bol?.jpeg” which come up with the recommendation

results  as shown above. The searching process itself  using Wildcard Character

with the same logic as KMP algorithm.

Illustration 5.4: Testing 4
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